
Protectomatic DoorChecker
Automatic door control system
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Protectomatic Door Checker system
* Automatic ID control of every one passing the open door area

* Virtual door functions with no mechanical barrier

* Connected to data base with data  base with automatic  recording of all events

* Full control in a 100% automatic way

* Alarm when unauthorized persons try to pass the area

* The ideal solution for cargo areas and ware houses with many transports needing an open flow

Protectomatic DoorChecker is a new solution for ID control of every one passing through an open door.

In areas with many movements a mechanical barrier / door stops the flow a lot. Open doors are needed

but security demands make problems if so. Unauthorized visitors can pass in and out the area if not

continuously watched.

Protectomatic DoorChecker reduce this problem as it generates a virtual barrier sensed by detectors

and ID recognition systems. Everyone trying to pass the open door will be checked by the ID card the

staff must carry. If the person have no valid card the alarm is activated and cameras grabs an image of

what caused the alarm.

DoorChecker is the perfect solution for cargo handling areas in ware houses, airports and harbours.

The system is fully automatic and send alarms when it shall with no need for a continuous check by

security guards. Automatic and simple is the key for good operation.

All approved movements are stored in a data base and can be watched when wanted. Cameras can be

grabbed of all events. Staff have own ID cards which are visible and carry the RFID system for ID

checks. The area checked can be over 10 meter wide and is highly adjustable.
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Protectomatic DoorChecker solution

Protectomatic sensor is mounted over the

door.

The sensor contains a RFID long distance

reader capable of reading and checking the

ID of all in the staff or with a valid ID card.

The sensor is connected in a net work

connected to a PC system.

Checked area is virtual but can be marked

on the floor if needed. Every movements

passing the area is asked for ID by the ID

reader. No ID gives an alarm. No valid ID

card gives an other level of alarm if needed.

Equipment inside the area can be tagged and

then they give an alarm when passing the

area

Protectomatic DoorChecker can cower areas of 10x10 meter. If needed we have special solutions with

far largera areas useable for no door applications.

Protectomatic DoorChecker can be used

out door and indoor. The arrows marks

an area where an alarm can be activated

when the truck is here  with the new cargo.

It can as well tell staff someone is outside

the door and to be careful to open the

cargo area.

If coming trucks have an ID card this can

automatically open automatic doors for

cargo handling and tell staff the car is

here.

All sensors can have a camera grabbing

an image of all events and ID checks. This

makes a total control possible over critical

areas.

Optional solutions are a camera based

licence plate checker telling what

registration number a truck have. This

increase security even more and can be

combined with RFID system and

cameras.



Protectomatic DoorChecker system technical specifications

ID reader and detector system

Area cowered up to 10 x 10 meter in area and 1-2 meter in depth

Response time adjustable but typical 1 sec in door applications

ID reader is connected to a controller unit which is connected to a PC system

Encrypted communication over standard LAN cables or optional W-LAN system

Dimensions less 100x200x200 mm

Encapsulation IP 54 or better

Input voltage 230 volt by adapters, battery back up options.

Operating temperature 0 to + 50 degree C

ID cards and tags

Active RFID system with battery inside

Plastic holder with place for photo and name of staff

Encapsulation IP 54 level splash proof in plastic

Fully adjustable by the computer net work in speed and range

PC system

Main unit is a PC computer operating in Windows XP

We can offer a stand alone system with no PC with limited functions.

Own software with data base and control functions

Capability to handle many hundreds units

ScanGrabber
Automatic area detection of intruders
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